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Recruiting in Uncertain Times
Instead of the conventional highs and lows, your organization must be prepared to
handle radical, unpredictable changes in human capital needs.

Recruiting Process

a ropella Executive White Paper

Adapting Your Recruiting Strategy
to Survive a Wild Economic Ride
Can your recruiting strategy handle the shift from kiddie ride to
thrill ride?

THE

CO$TOF VACANT POSITIONS
Trickle-down costs affect your whole company

Traditionally, our economic cycles have swung like a pendulum.
As a result, recruiting peaks and valleys have been relatively
predictable. Your company has probably been able to enjoy the
ride, anticipating needed shifts in recruiting scope and strategy.
But hang on – the ride’s getting wilder. Today’s unpredictable
economy has made recruiting feel more like a rollercoaster
than a gentle swing. Instead of the conventional highs and
lows, your company must be prepared to handle radical,
unpredictable changes in human capital needs. Here’s why.
§ Volatile financial markets. Credit and capital markets have
been especially chaotic. Continued uncertainty will create
brief periods during which money (to fuel corporate growth)
is easier to get. During these periods, businesses will grow
and hire in erratic spurts.
§ Global economy. It’s true that many European and Asian
markets are down, just like ours. But in today’s global
business climate, emerging economies scattered around
the world will always create economic growth. As a result,
major U.S. companies will continue to book revenues abroad
– balancing the need to keep their workforce lean and their
corporate functions fully staffed.
§ High consumer demand. When the going gets tough,
the tough go shopping. Right or wrong, we’re a nation of
consumers – even during an economic slump. Demand will
vary widely, but your firm will still need to innovate in your
products and business processes.

Surviving the Wild Ride
Unfortunately, no single tactic will recession-proof your
recruiting process. The problems are complex, and so are
the solutions. A multi-faceted approach, which keeps your
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Download this poster at: www.ropella.com/knowledgecenter

recruiting function flexible and responsive, offers your company
the best chance to survive – and perhaps even prosper – during
these tough economic times. Here is a compilation of the top
recruiting strategies to endure the wild ride.
Defend your recruiting budget.
Above all else, fight against your CFO’s temptation to institute
a company-wide hiring freeze. The knee-jerk reaction may
initially cut costs. But, it will also seriously impede your
company’s responsiveness once the economy improves.
Instead of issuing a blanket freeze and slashing recruiters,
suggest that your CFO implement a spot-freeze. Analyze which
www.ropella.com | 850.983.4777

business units are growing and which are shrinking, then select
the best targets for hiring suspension.
Prepare for an onslaught of applicants.
Company layoffs and downsizing translate into more work for
your recruiters. Scrutinize your resume sorting process now, to
ensure you can handle the higher volume while maintaining
your standards for quality.
Leverage other people’s resources.
§ Recruit at professional conferences or other events. Require
each attending employee to bring back contact information
for three individuals who would be outstanding recruits.
§ Create a peer-to-peer community with other like
professionals in similar industries. Network with them and
call on them for their best recruiting practices.
§ Update your employee referral program. Referrals have
always been an excellent source for high quality talent. But
during tight budget times, cast a wider net while lowering
the overall cost of referral bonuses:
§ Instead of giving individual cash bonuses, provide an
opportunity to win airline tickets or spa days, or go to lunch
with the CEO.
§ Make customers, employees’ family members and even
suppliers eligible for your referral program.
§ Be proactive. Approach your company’s top performers
individually and ask for names of potential recruits.
§ Capitalize on social networks and technical blogs. Right
now, your employees are using the Internet to connect with
like-minded individuals. Leverage employees’ networking
potential by asking them to include compelling facts about
your company in their postings. Encourage them to actively
seek out potential recruits on these sites.
Churn your talent pool.
The demand for relentless innovation in the chemical industry
will continuously alter the skills needed by your firm at any
particular point – even during this economic downturn. To keep
pace with rapid change, you must “churn” your available talent
pool – continuously hiring workers with new and needed skills,
while simultaneously releasing employees whose skills are
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obsolete or whose performance is poor.
Churning may seem counterintuitive in today’s slump, when you
may be tempted to declare a moratorium on hiring. However,
the sluggish economy provides the precise strategic rationale
for churning – right now, when your competitors are laying
off top employees, it’s faster and cheaper to recruit new talent
(innovators with the skills you need) than to develop it in
existing employees.
Consider other low-cost recruiting strategies.
§ Contact former employees. During tough economic times,
individuals may regret their decision to leave your firm. A call
to a former superstar, letting him know he’d be welcomed
back, might be all it takes to land a proven performer who
fits into your culture.
§ Use interns. College interns do not increase your “headcount,”
and may even work for free to gain experience. To boot, they
excel at metrics, Internet research, software assessment and
tackling grunt work.
§ Google prospects. Top performers are highly visible on the
Internet. Have interns use major chemical industry technical
terms or job titles to identify key industry performers.
Shift recruiting’s focus.
§ Turn recruiting into a revenue generator. Focus resources
to attract high-impact employees (innovators and top
performers) and fill high-impact positions (mission-critical,
revenue generating positions).
§ Quantify recruiting’s impact. Work with the CFO’s office to
convert talent-management results (i.e., quality and speed of
hires, recent hire retention rate) into the actual dollar impact
that these outcomes have on revenue.
§ As a result, you may decide against reducing budgets
for recruiting functions that were previously considered
“overhead cost centers.” Encourage workforce planning. Turn
this slump into an opportunity – prepare for the next change.
Have recruiters develop effective forecasting tools and
recruiting strategies that will shift to accommodate different
economic conditions.
§ When there’s little actual hiring to be done, recruiters can
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When there’s a little actual hiring to be done, recruiters can
do other things to add value. Redirect their efforts toward
retention, improving your onboarding process or reorganizing
talent internally.

Re-examine your use of staffing vendors, recruiting
services and search firms.
§ Tap professional executive recruiters to get aggressive
about top grading talent. During an economic downturn,
a recruiter’s industry knowledge, and ability to recruit
confidentially, can prove indispensable. Together, you can
effectively target and pursue top candidates who may be
interested in making a career move.
§ If you rely heavily on these companies, make sure they are
financially sound. Vendor failure has occurred during past
recessions and is likely to occur again.
§ Minimize your labor costs with contingent workers. In this
tough economy, you can control labor costs by keeping
your workforce lean and flexible. Increase your percentage
of contingent workers, who can be easily released when
demand slows.
§ Where appropriate, convert traditional “permanent” jobs
to contract positions. Within recruiting, it might also make
sense to rely more heavily on contract recruiters and thirdparty vendors during peak – albeit brief – hiring periods.
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A b O u T PAT R I C k R O P E l l A
Having dedicated his career to helping companies across the globe in sourcing,
marketing to, assessing, recruiting, on-boarding, retaining, training and
transforming top talent, Patrick Ropella has a global perspective on Executive
Search and Talent Management.
He has worked across all roles and functions, cascading from the top levels
of management to also placing apprentices coming straight out of college. Over
the past 20+ years he has seen many individuals he’s personally assisted make
career transitions, become well trained leaders, join the C-suite at many of the
world’s largest corporations.
His experience within the global chemical industry as a dominant talent
management leader allowed his firm, Ropella Group, to grow to the leading
position it now holds with a wide variety of corporate clients with the chemical
industry, transition to serving major consumer product companies, energy
companies, Nano, Bio and other high technology companies.

Chairman & CEO,
The Ropella Group
Phone: 850-983-4997
Email: ropella@ropella.com
Website: www.ropella.com
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Ropella, with 25 years experience, is the leading
executive search and consulting firm specializing in
the chemical, consumer products, technology and
energy industries.
We help many of the world’s largest companies
find, hire, develop and retain their most important
people. We recruit globally in sales, marketing, R&D,
and manufacturing, from middle management to
the most senior executive levels. At Ropella, not only
do we find great leaders, we can also help you build
a stronger, more competitive, and more innovative
team with our Leadership and Organizational
Improvement consulting services.
Nothing is more important to your company’s ability
to create value than the right blend of talent. Call us
today and put our people and our process to work
for you.

Patrick has traveled extensively, meeting with middle level to C-level executives
at the top 100 largest chemical and consumer product companies in the world,
branding the “Ropella” name globally. He has successfully placed hundreds of
senior level executives with top name companies, including but not limited to:
DOW, DuPont, Exxon, Georgia Pacific, SONY, Anderson Windows, GE-Silicone,
P&G, Clorox, Pfizer, BASF, PPG, Monsanto, Revlon, Baxter Labs, Sealy Mattress,
Ciba Geigy, Johnson & Johnson, Shell, Sherwin Williams Paints, New Balance
Tennis Shoes, and many more.
Patrick has written for a wide variety of trade publications, newspapers
and business journals on subjects related to the topics covered in The Right
Hire. His writings have also been published in Germany, Italy, Latin America
and Asia.
Patrick and Robbie reside in Milton, FL. with sons Richard and Robert nearby.

The Right Hire
The Right Fit
The Right Team
Over 50 published articles

Patrick Ropella’s SMART Talent Management
System focuses on training Human Resource
leaders and Hiring Managers based on the core
Talent Management topics of:
Sourcing, Marketing, Assessing, Recruiting,
Retention, Training, and Transformation.

